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WAR D  22  CAN D I DAT E S

T O N Y A  F I N L E Y - M C C A W

J E F F R E Y  L .  B O Y D  ( I N C U M B E N T )

Map of Ward 22
Candidates in bold are those that completed the questionnaire . 
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Question 1: What do you believe to be the most 
important role(s) of a member of the Board of 
Alderman?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
Being able to pass legislation that will directly effect the citizens of 22nd Ward 
and city in a forward way . Also be a bridge to connect the people to city hall 
resources .

Question 2: What are your top legislative 
priorities for the city of St. Louis?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
Equitable Development 
Redefine Crime and Safty
Community Engagement

Question 3: In what ways will you create 
ongoing feedback and collaboration structures 
between constituents and your office to ensure 
responsive policies, decisions and 
accountability?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
Out side of residents being able to contact me via my personal cell , social media , 
and work/personal email I would also do one on ones directly with residents at 
there home , city hall , or community business/spaces to meet them about there 
concerns .

Question 4: Displacement has taken place in 
countless neighborhoods across the city, with 
the Black population decreasing by 60 percent 
in some of the most severe cases. What do you 
attribute to this decline and if elected how 
would you combat displacement?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
Growing up I seen how the north side didn ’t look in the state that it ’s in now . It 
still wasn ’t as developed as other parts of the city but better then the current 
state . One I don ’t believe in eminent domain . We have to be fair and equitable in 
the way the city allocated ward dollars and development . It has to be community 
driven so the history of the community isn ’t destroyed and that they are part of 
the process and not the process .
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Question 5: Do you support the upcoming city 
ward reduction? What will you do to ensure a 
just and equitable process?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
I support 28 ward , understanding that the city residents voted to reduce to 14 . 

As Alderwoman I feel my role would be to work with residents , outside groups 

that work on fair redistricting and the board of aldermen to make sure that at 

14 ward it ’s have fair representation across the board .

Question 6: What is your stance on the 
privatization of Lambert Airport?
TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
I don ’t support privatization of the airport . We got 99 problems and the Airport 

isn ’t one .

Question 7: What is your position on the use of TIFs 
and other tax incentives in the city of St. Louis? 

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
TIF and incentives can be helpful to bring development to communities 

however we can ’t hands them out like candy and so irresponsibility with no 

accountability on the developer .

Question 8: Do you support the demand to close 
the Medium Security Institute? Please explain.

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
Yes . The work house is a cash cow for the criminal justice system and has been 

a huge hurt to our region . Locking up ones love one for child support or a minor 

crime where there spending months and sometimes years in a place that ’s not 

rehabilitating people but is helping to losing there opportunity to thrive .

Question 9: What is your stance on the city/county 
reunification, specifically the plan released by 
Better Together?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
At the current moment I don ’t support a city/county merger .
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Question 10: Did you support Proposition P? 
Why or why not?
TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
I voted no , crime is important however we have to look at how we look at public 

safety . Being tougher haven ’t got us anywhere but more distrust and separation 

with some community and law enforcement .

Question 11: Do you support the legalization of 
recreational marijuana? Explain your answer.
TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
Yes . It could bring a lot of revenue for the city . It ’s been shown to help 

medically with individuals health . Plus it ’s hurting some folks criminal records 

while others are getting rich which isn ’t right .

Question 12: Do you believe homelessness is an 
issue in St. Louis. If so, what concrete steps will 
you take to alleviate homelessness in the City of 
St. Louis?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
It ’s outrageous the homeless crisis we have and the lack of care and attention . I 

would work with regional groups and city support to figure out how to move to 

transitional housing . I like the Tiny Home idea that ’s working in others city to 

move our unhoused residents to homes .

Question 13: More than 60% of the City’s General Fund 
budget is currently devoted to Public Safety, with the 
vast majority of those funds allotted to police, 
prosecution, and jails. Do you agree with this budget 
allocation? If not, how would your budget priorities 
differ?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
I don ’t . We need to reimagine what public safety is . To me public safety is 

bigger then law enforcement it ’s fair wages for communities , quality grocery 

store in all parts of the city , housing that works for all , and access to a medical 

center . I would spend my time on seeinghow we can move some money into 

other pots that effect public safety in smarter ways .
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Question 14: Given that safe, quality, affordable 
transit is a lifeline for so many city residents, as 
well as the mark of a world-class City, and given 
that federal funding for transit seems to be 
diminishing, how do you think funds from Prop 1 
should be used?

TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
Being a more transit city is a good thing for our city and visitors that come and 

hopefully stay . I think we need to expand our metro system to north to south . 

Lime and bird is neat but more bike share programs though the city to 

education and engage residents on the importants and health factor of be more 

transit would be good .

Question 15: How do you plan to address 
the issue of crime in the city of St. Louis?
TONYA  F INLEY -MCCAW
In a holistic approach . I said it once we have to be smarter and not tougher on 

crimes . Putting social worker on staffer to work with law enforcement and the 

community is possible and helpful before traumatic situations . Looking at 

different community policing models that will work for St . Louis . We all want a 

safe city for everyone but the approach we have on crime haven ’t got us 

anywhere . Its time to reimagine how we look at Public Safety .
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